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Abstract 
This study examined common difficulties in English composition among Asian college 
students, addressing causal factors from psychological, cultural, and linguistic perspectives. 
The following factors were investigated: affective filter, puberty period, interlanguage, 
language transfer, accessibility to a target language, morphological differences, syntactical 
differences, and cultural thought patterns. The results of analyses of errors in the students' 
compositions reflected two ESL instructors' observations that Asian college students, whose 
native languages differ from Indo-European languages, experience difficulty in writing in 
English. A consistent error frequency which appeared in English article usage prompted the 
researcher to formulate the rules for articles and to construct exercise problems in order to 




The intent of this study is to address the issue of obstacles that Asian college students 
experience in English composition in American colleges and universities. Linguistically and 
culturally different from English-speaking natives, Asian college students do not perform as 
successfully as they wish in the American university environment. The researcher analyzes 
and develops this study from a Japanese student's standpoint. 
As a result of the investigation, the researcher finds that in second language 
acquisition, learning the rules of English grammar means something totally different to Asian 
college students from being able to apply them in their own writing samples. Many Asian 
college students possess a considerable amount of knowledge of English grammar, which they 
received from previous schooling in their native countries. However, these students undergo 
extra hardships in expressing their ideas effectively, especially in a timed situation. 
Prior to admission to American colleges and universities, international students must 
take the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL). For instance, Florida Community 
College of Jacksonville (FCCJ) requires a score of at least 460 for admission to the programs 
of English as a Second Language (ESL) and a score of 500 or better for admission to regular 
college-credit courses. The University of North Florida (UNF) requires a score of at least 
500 for admission to its undergraduate and graduate programs. Even if these international 
students score satisfactorily on the TOEFL, they typically still lack sufficient skills to write 
competent papers for their professors in American higher educational institutions (Ellis, 1994; 
VanZandt, 1994). 
As a result, some must retake important examinations. In Florida, for instance, all 
sophomores must pass the College Level Academic Skills Test (CLAST) to advance to the 
junior level. The CLAST consists of mathematics, reading, English grammar, and essay 
portions. The essay examination allows one hour for first-time examinees and two hours for 
repeat examinees. Dr. VanZandt, Director of the Academic Resource Center at the University 
of North Florida, mentions that many Asian students repeat the essay part more often than 
any other parts. One Oriental student finally passed the CLAST only after the student's 
twenty-second attempt. To become proficient writers, Asian college students need to 
increase their knowledge of English grammar as well as to gain familiarity with American 
idioms and expressions through continuous practice. 
As those Oriental students strive for their goals, instructors and tutors must 
understand the students' cultural as well as linguistic backgrounds. Orientals appear to have 
different thought processes from Westerners (Kaplan, 1966). Oriental students tend to write 
their thoughts by translating literally from their native languages. When all of these factors 
influence Oriental students' minds, their distinctive writitngs often sound awkward and 
inefficient to native speakers of English. 
Design 
To address these problems, the researcher first considered several project topics and 
chose "A Dilemma in English Composititon among Asian College Students." At this point, 
the researcher intended to focus mainly on English article acquisition because many Asian 
students experience the most difficulty in understanding the incosistent rules of articles. 
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Next, the researcher investigated the literature on the topic. Reviewing the literature, 
however, convinced the researcher that various factors, in addition to articles, significantly 
influence ESL students' perfonnance. Consequently, the researcher altered the theme to "An 
Analysis of Dilemmas in English Composition among Asian College Students." In the revised 
inquiry, the researcher included the explanations of five theories on second language 
acquisition: "affective filters"; puberty periods; interlanguage; language transfer; and 
accessibility to a target language. The researcher also examined the effects of morphological 
and syntactical differences between first and second languages, as well as cultural thought 
patterns. 
Then, the researcher conducted two interviews to grasp the current status of ESL 
students. One interview was with Dr. Patricia Ellis, Program Manager of English as a Second 
Language at Florida Community College of Jacksonville. Another was with Dr. Priscilla 
VanZandt, Director of the Academic Resource Center at the University of North Florida. 
Both interviews took place in September of 1994. The interview data explain that 
beginning-level ESL students at FCCJ lack general written as well as spoken communication 
skills, while advanced-level ESL students at UNF need to polish specific skills. ESL students 
at FCCJ make errors in the use of verbs, prepositions/idioms, punctuation, 
countable/uncountable nouns, articles, sentence structure, and essay structure. Although 
mistakes by ESL students at UNF appear in spelling, articles, and organization, these students 
express their ideas reasonably well. UNF students' communication problems are relatively 
minor, compared to those ofFCCJ students. 
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Subsequently, to confinn the interview findings, the researcher obtained two Asian 
students' papers each from three different levels of classes--ESL LEVEL I, ESL LEVEL II, 
and ESL LEVEL ill. The researcher collected two additional Asian students' papers at UNF. 
The participants, who gave permission for the researcher to use their papers as samples, were 
enrolled in their respective institutions during the fall tenn of 1994. The researcher 
categorized the students' errors by the types of mistakes contained therein. The objectives 
of the study were to identify Asian students' problems and to develop procedures for 
addressing those problems. Therefore, evaluation procedures did not constitute a part of this 
study. However, since ESL students must pass the CLAST in order to receive an 
undergraduate diploma in Florida, that instrument was used as one evaluation of their writing 
competency. 
VanZandt (1994) noted that advanced ESL students have acquired fairly adequate 
knowledge in English composition by studying the rules and working on drills and exercises. 
However, there is one exception--the English articles, whose arbitrary rules persistently 
confuse ESL students. The articles by themselves, VanZandt continues, do not mean much, 
but they signify a critical function in composition. To remedy this tendency, the researcher 
fonnulated the rules for English articles--defiruite article, indefinite article, and no article--in 
the hope of alleviating ESL students' anxiety and overcoming this hurdle. 
Even though many texts written by English speakers describe the rules of article 
usage, the majority of such publications do not satisfy the needs of Asian students. Since 
native speakers acquire articles naturally, rather than by the rules as do ESL students, native 
speakers do not realize that each article usage follows a particular rule. As a result, the article 
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rules explained by English speakers do not supply sufficient infonnation for ESL students. 
Therefore, the researcher exemplified the rules as specifically as possible in the material 
developed. Following explication of the rules, the researcher elaborated exercise problems 
to test the knowledge that the ESL students have learned from the rules. 
The study results offer supplemental guidance to ESL students and instructional 
direction to those who teach ESL students as well. Upon completion, the researcher, to 
measure the effectiveness of the project, presented the section of the article rules and practice 
exercises to the directors ofFCCJ's Learning Lab and UNF's Academic Resource Center for 
their review. It is hoped that educators in America will acknowledge the difficulties of 
Oriental students as a result of this research--"An Analysis of Dilemmas in English 
Composition among Asian College Students. " 
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The Definitions of Tenns 
An affective filter: the tendency of second language learners to close their minds caused by 
the embarrassment or humiliation of making errors (Dulay & Burt in Johns, 1988). 
Interlanguage: the language which a second language learner produces (Selinker in Tarone, 
1988), and which relies on learner's native language system--phonology, morphology, 
syntax and pragmatics, and lexis (Tarone, 1988). 
Language transfer: a phenomenon wherein a native language affects second language learning 
(Selinker in Davies, 1984). 
Positive language transfer: a phenomenon wherein the previous habit prompts learning a new 
task (Huebner, 1983). 
Negative language tranfer: a phenomenon wherein the previous habit inhibits learning a new 
task (Huebner, 1983). 
Basilang: most remote interlanguage from a target language (Kephart, 1994). 
Mesolang: interlanguage which falls between basilang and a target language (Kephart, 1994). 
Gapping: the deletion of a repeated verb in a conjoined clause, e.g., she went to London and 
he to New York (Crystal, 1985). 
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II Review of Literature 
The following research examines factors which hamper Asian college students from 
acquiring skill in English composition. Research results, articles, books, and interview 
findings were reviewed for the period 1963 to 1994. 
First, the research provides several theories relating to second language acquisition. 
Studies on psychological effects in language learning reveal that learners, being embarrassed 
by making mistakes, build "affective filters" which limit the learners' motivation (Krashen, 
1985; Ringbom, 1987; Johns, 1988). Many researchers document that children before 
puberty whose affective filters are low learn languages spontaneously (Krashen, 1982, & 
1985; Johns, 1988). Reports on interlanguages--the languages which second language 
learners produce (Selinker's definition in Tarone, 1988)--explain that children use naturally 
acquired languages, while adult second language learners apply grammatically learned 
languages (Krashen, 1982; Johns, 1988; Davies, 1984). In Interlanguage (Davies, 1984), 
Selinker defines language transferfmterference as the phenomenon in which a native language 
affects second language learning. Furthermore, Huebner (1983) explains that positive transfer 
occurs when previous habits prompt learning a new task and negative interference occurs 
when old habits interrupt learning a new task. Investigators conclude that whether or not 
learners have access to the target language influences second language acquisition (Krashen, 
1985; Davies, 1984; Ellis, 1994). 
Next, the research reviews the correlations between first and second languages. One 
study on morphological differences (Master, 1988) reports that the presence or absence of 
the article system in the learners' first languages affects the learners' English article 
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acquisition. In general, learners who have the Indo-European languages as their first 
language learn articles more efficiently than do Oriental students whose native language 
totally differs morphologically from English. Another study (Ryan, 1988) on the effect of 
syntactical differences between English and Japanese identifies several factors which hinder 
Japanese learners from mastering English. The research examining essay patterns advises that 
each culture has a distinctive writing style which is often not in accordance with the English 
essay format (Kaplan, 1966). 
Finally, interview data (Ellis, 1994; VanZandt, 1994) provide the current status on 
second language acquisition among English as a Second Language (ESL) learners. This 
first-hand information proves most useful to understanding the dilemmas that many Asian 
students experience. 
Affective Filter 
Many researchers have examined factors which influence second language acquisition. 
Johns (1988), who studied how children learn a second language, has found that one 
psychological element, "affective filter," plays a critical role in second language acquisition. 
Johns cites Dulay and Burt's explanation of this latent human characteristic: Embarrassed or 
humiliated by making errors, second language learners tend to close their minds to learning 
because they build up a filter. Kresovich (1990) who examined the effects of timed writing 
practice among the students of the University of the Ryukyus (Okinawa, Japan), describes this 
built-up filter phenomenon noting " ... the fear of making grammatical errors may be so great 
that some students are simply unable to write" (p. 122). Younger learners, who possess 
lower affective filters, will attain proficiency of a new language (Krashen, 1985; Johns, 1988). 
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In his inquiry on the role of the first language in foreign language learning, Ringbom (1987) 
provides an additional psychological aspect: "Language shock as well as cultural shock 
(Schumann) may put some learners off: especially adults" (p. 28). Krashen's (1985) study on 
principles in second language acquisition reveals that learners' affective filters are minimal 
when they enjoy using the language in stress-free surroundings. 
Pubertv 
Research on the age factor in second language acquisition almost unanimously 
acknowledges the significance of the period of puberty. Krashen (1985) hypothesizes "that 
the affective filter gains dramatically in strength at around puberty, a time considered to be 
a turning point for language acquisition ... " (p. 13), and that the level of filter prior to this 
period is low enough to acquire native-like proficiency. Johns (1988) supports Krashen's 
view stating that "after the age of seven, the vast majority of people are never able to 
reproduce certain sounds exactly as a native speaker would" (p. 21). He illustrates his theory 
with Henry Kissinger, who speaks fluent English with heavy accents. As a result, the 
researchers conclude that children have the capacity to attain language acquisition, while older 
learners tend to reach only a certain level of proficiency, despite their efforts and motivation 
(Krashen, 1982, 1985; Johns, 1988). In other words, children are second language acquirers 
and adults are second language learners. 
Interlanguage 
Researchers have studied the issue of interlanguage from various angles. Selinker's 
definition ofinterlanguage--the language which a second language learner produces--is cited 
in Tarone's (1988) investigation on causes which vary interlanguages. The interlanguages 
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created by different learners do not conform because each learner tends to rely on his native 
language system--phonology, morphology, syntax and pragmatics, and lexis (Tarone, 1988). 
Various investigators have speculated tll1at children's interlanguages differ from those 
of adults. "Natural language" is defined by Gass in Davies (1984) as the language which 
people learn in childhood. Gass cites the Chomskyan paradigm, which explains: Children 
have a natural ability for "constructing abstract grammars" in a short period of time. These 
findings are congruent with Johns' (1988) statement that language acquisition, Ita 
subconscious process," does not require the grammatical rules, but "lays the foundation for 
fluency ... " (p. 10). 
Researchers have investigated how children acquire a language. Dulay and Burt (cited 
in Tarone, 1988) conclude that children who are not old enough to "produce systematic 
judgements of grammaticality" undergo the same process in second language acquisition as 
they do in first language acquisition, and "there [is] no evidence at all of negative language 
transfer in [children'S interlanguages]" (p. 9). Children's interlanguages appear to be natural 
and native-like. 
While some studies support the con.clusion that children use naturally acquired 
interlanguages, other articles report that adults employ grammatically-learned interlanguages. 
Tarone (1988) cites Chomsky's view that adults rely upon "systematic" data in second 
language acquisition. Similarly, Johns (1988) and Krashen (1982) profess that language 
learning, a conscious process, requires understanding of the exact grammatical rules. In 
addition to adults' tendency to refer to grammatical systems, Ellis (1993) suggests five 
elements which enhance second language learning: similarities between first and second 
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languages; clarity; brevity; regularity; and learning load. While Ellis (1993) stresses that 
grammar instruction helps learners gain fast and accurate knowledge of the language, Krashen 
(1982) admits" ... even well-learned, well-practiced rules may not tum into acquisition" (p. 
86). 
Valdes (1986) cites Acton and Walker de Felix, who examine cultural factors in 
language learning. In their article, the authors introduce Clarke's term "permanent 
immigrant"--one who comprehends the words but not all of the words' connotations and who 
fails to reach a native-like level. Lexical difficulties among second language learners seem to 
be prevalent. Vricella's (1990) research of foreign linguistics graduate students at 
Georgetown University discovered the students' wrong word choice to be a common 
problem. "Precision in capturing exactly the right image, metaphor, or expression comes 
through practice, and it is particularly difficult when writing in a foreign language" (p. 9). 
Adults' interlanguages appear to be grammar-oriented, yet still perceived as foreign to the 
native speakers of English. 
Language Transfer 
Studies report another important aspect in second language acquisition--Ianguage 
transfer. In Interlanguage (Davies, 1984), Selinker defines language transfer as the 
phenomenon in which a native language affects second language learning. Huebner (1983) 
provides Osgood's more specific definition oflanguage transfer: A psychological aspect of 
transfer is also called interference which occurs positively as well as negatively. Huebner 
continues that when the previous habit or activity prompts learning a new task, positive 
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transfer has taken place. Conversely, when the previous habit or activity inhibits learning a 
new task, negative transfer has taken place. 
Investigators attempted to explain variations in language transfer. Gardner (1985), 
who studied the correlation between intelligence and second language learning, has 
investigated the validity of Carroll's Modern Language Aptitude Test (MLAT) as a measure 
oflanguage learning. Gardner and Lambert (cited in Gardner, 1985) and McDonough (1981) 
found that the MLAT can be used as a tool to measure capacity for second language learning. 
Gardner (1985) and VanZandt (1994) agree that language aptitude appears to determine 
second language attainment. 
On the other hand, researchers document instances where the first language negatively 
interferes with learning a second language (Barnett, 1989; Ringbom, 1987). Barnett (1989) 
cites the linguistical explanation proposed by Perkins that syntactic, semantic, and 
phonological differences between first and second languages trouble the learners in 
understanding the meaning of the new language. Barnett illustrates the mental process 
involved in second language learning: Unfamiliar signs and words require more time for 
decoding and allow less time for comprehension. Barnett also quotes Clarke's short circuit 
h)j>othesis, that "limited control over the language 'short circuits' the good reader's system, 
causing him/her to revert to poor reader strategies when confronted with a difficult or 
confusing task in the second language" (p. 54). 
The case of more profound negative transfer--language translation--has also been 
investigated. Vricella (1990) argues that in composition, second language speakers practice 
literal translation from their native languages. Fukushima (1990) conducted a study on 
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comparative English speech performance between Japanese university students and English 
speakers. In the case of offering something to someone and requesting something from 
someone, Fukushima found that the Japanese students tend to translate literally. As a result, 
their English expressions were awkward and improper. When the Japanese students 
requested something from someone, rather than express, "I'd appreciate ... ," they would say, 
"I'm glad if you could ... ," literally translating "shiteitadakerutoureshiinodesuga." Fukushima 
warns of the danger of literal translation (p. 323). 
Huebner (1983) also found evidence of negative transfer when the learners produced 
the words of the target language with their first language accent. Citing Wardhaugh, Huebner 
notes that think was pronounced as sink by a Frenchman; and as tink by a Russian. 
Wardhaugh continues by saying that while a Spaniard is unable to distinguish English bit from 
biit, an Englishman tends to pronounce the French word plume as pleem or ploom. 
Accessibility to a Target Language 
When learning a language, the most ideal circumstance is to go to the country where 
the people speak the target language. Researchers have addressed this issue--association 
between language learning and accessibility to the target language. As might be expected, 
Krashen (1985) and Ellis (1994) argue that the more access to a target language the learner 
has, the more proficient he becomes in the language. In such an environment, Eisenstein 
(1989) recommends Gass and Varonis' view of high levels of interaction between native 
speakers and non-native speakers. Moreover, these two researchers support Vigil and Oller, 
who state that corrective feedback by native speakers promotes non-native speakers' language 
development. 
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Morphological Differences: The Article System 
In foreign language learning, various researchers discuss the role of morphological 
differences between first and second languages. One such issue, germane to this study, is the 
effects of the article system of a first language on second language learning. Researchers 
agree that whether or not the learner's native language contains articles determines the 
learner's accuracy in English article usage (Master, 1988; Eisenstein, 1989). 
Master (1988) examined article acquisition among speakers of five different 
languages: Spanish, German, Russian, Chinese, and Japanese. Analyzing their spoken 
interlanguages, the investigator concluded that the speakers of Spanish and German use 
English articles more accurately than do the speakers of Russian, Chinese, and Japanese. 
Master draws this conclusion based upon morphological differences--the presence of the 
article system in Spanish and German, and the absence of that system in Russian, Chinese, and 
Japanese. 
Similarly, Adamson's study (Eisenstein, 1989) on article acquisition by 
Korean-speaking adults argues that Koreans, whose native language does not contain the 
article system, experience difficulties in learning English articles. Among foreign linguistics 
graduate students at Georgetown University, Vricella (1990) observes that Japanese and 
Chinese students, in particular, have prevalent problems with article usage. 
Master (1988) conducted a content analysis of frequency patterns for article usage 
(definite articles, indefinite articles, and no articles) for the five language groups listed above. 
The subjects in each group were categorized into a basilang group who spoke the most 
remote interlanguage from the target language and a meso lang group who spoke 
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interlanguages which fall between the basilang and the target language (Kephart, 1994). The 
meso lang group was further classified into three levels, which comprised four levels in 
total--basilang (BA), low mesolang (LM), mid mesolang (MM), and high mesolang (HM). 
A summary of his findings follows in Table 1. 
Table 1. Frequency patterns for article usage 
Spanish Speakers 
BA First language rules reflect Q and the frequency. A is hardly used. 
LM Decrease of the and Q frequency and increase of~ frequency occur, as decrease of the 
accuracy and increase of Q and ~ accuracy occur. A system for article usage seems 
to be developing. 
MM Decrease of the and Q frequency and increase of ~ frequency continue, and accuracy 
of three articles is near 90%. 
lIM While the and Q accuracy rises to near 1 00%, ~ accuracy remains the same. 
German Speakers 
BA First language rules reflect all three article usages. 
LM Frequency and accuracy of the and ~ fall, while Q frequency increases, partly due to 
simplifYing "a first language structure (preposition-article contraction)" (p. 31). 
MM The and ~ accuracy is 90% and Q accuracy is around 84% possibly due to 
establishment of an independent system. 
lIM Accuracy of all three articles is near 100%. 
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Russian Speakers 
BA First language influence (tendency to omit articles) appears. While the and ~ 
frequency is low, Q accuracy is high. 
LM Q frequency decreases but Q accuracy remains the same. While the frequency and 
accuracy increase, ~ frequency and accuracy decrease. 
MM Q frequency continues to decrease along with accuracy decline. Frequency and 
accuracy of the rise to 90%, and ~ to 80%. 
HM Q frequency and accuracy rise to nearly 100%. The frequency and accuracy decrease 
slightly. A frequency and accuracy rise to nearly 95%. 
Chinese Speakers 
BA First language influence (tendency to omit articles) appears. Q accuracy is high. 
LM Q frequency and accuracy decrease as i! frequency and accuracy increase to 50%. The 
frequency rises to 90% and the accuracy to 75%. 
MM Q frequency continues to decrease, while Q accuracy increases. The frequency 
continues to rise as accuracy remains the same. A frequency and accuracy decline. 
HM Q frequency and accuracy are close to 100%. The frequency and accuracy rise to 
slightly below 100%. A frequency and accuracy are approximately 80%. 
Japanese Speakers 
BA First language influence (tendency to omit articles) appears. Q accuracy is high, while 
the frequency and accuracy are low. A frequency is high for a learner at the BA level. 
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LM Q frequency and accuracy decrease, as the-flooding appears, which results in high the 
accuracy. A frequency and accuracy stay below 50%. 
MM Q frequency is about the same as the Chinese MM subjects. The frequency "falls from 
the flooded height II and accuracy remains the same. A frequency and accuracy stay 
below 50%. 
lIM Q frequency and accuracy are almost 100%. The frequency and accuracy are a little 
below 90%. A frequency and accuracy are approximately 80%. 
As these results show, Master (1988) confirms that the presence/absence of the article 
system in the first language determines accuracy of English article usage, "particularly at the 
lower [interlanguage] levels II (p. 25). Master supports Yamada and Matsuura's 
recommendation of lithe need for a pedagogical presentation of the article system II (p. 7). 
Meanwhile, Parrish (1987) conducted a similar longitudinal study of English article 
acquisition by a Japanese student who enrolled in the beginning level of an English program 
in an American university. During a four-month period, there were twelve 20-to-30 minute 
sessions. In each of twelve writings, she wrote on the same topic--describing her city in Japan 
and the campus in the U.S. The frequency of the, ~ and Q in each of her writing samples was 
analyzed, and the percentage of accuracy for each sample is presented in Table 2. (See also 
Figure 1) 
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Table 2. English article acquisition by a Japanese student 
Sample # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
The 34 27 50 49 48 50 71 92 77 67 77 84 
A 20 21 22 62 27 31 41 52 23 41 17 50 
0 95 100 100 100 100 91 89 90 91 100 
Figure 1. English article acquisition by a Japanese student 
(from Table 2) 
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In his analysis of the chart, Parrish (1987) notes that the subject's the and ~ accuracy 
reaches 84% and 50% respectively in Column 12 through gradual progress. However, he 
continues, peaks such as 92% the accuracy in Column 8 and 62% ~ accuracy in Column 4 
may imply that "her use of articles is totally random" (p. 381). Even high Q accuracy is 
difficult to determine whether or not she recognized the rules of article usage. Interestingly, 
the result of Parrish's study reveals a similar tendency as the researcher found among Japanese 
speakers in this Master's study: relatively high the accuracy, low ~ accuracy, and high Q 
accuracy. 
Syntactical Differences 
Other studies examining the correlation between first and second languages report that 
syntactical differences of the languages affect language learning. Ryan (1988) conducted the 
research which compared and analyzed the compositional differences between Japanese and 
English. At the beginning, he describes sociocultural characteristics of the Japanese and their 
language. The Japanese consider it " .. .impolite to use certain personal pronouns, especially 
'kare' ('he'), '[ka]nojo' ('she') and 'omae' ('you'), in most discourse situations" (p. 11). 
Therefore, the Japanese tend to omit pronouns which are known to the speakers in informal 
communication. The omission of pronouns, which is accepted in Japanese, does not occur 
in English except in an imperative sentence. This example of linguistic differences prompts 
Ryan to conduct further investigation. 
Ryan (1988) supports Takayanagi's findings: It is universally predicted that adult 
second language learners will undergo difficulties and confusion "when [a first language] 
surface structure pattern is the exact opposite of [a second language] pattern which performs 
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the same function" (pp. 18-19). Takayanagiis comparative examination continues: While 
English consists ofS.V.O. patterns, prepositional particles, right-branching form, and forward 
gapping--the deletion of a repeated verb in a conjoined clause (Crystal, 1985)--, Japanese 
consists of S.O.v. patterns, postpositional particles, left-branching form, and backward 
gapping. His sample sentences are shown in Table 3. 
Table 3. Comparative sentence structure 
English: John read the letter. 
s v 0 
Japanese: Jon wa tegami Q yonda. 
s p 0 p v 
(John the letter read) 
Takayanagi (cited in Ryan, 1988) provides similar evidence with sentences conveying 
negation. While negation takes place at the first part of the sentence in English, it takes place 
near the end of the sentence in Japanese. (See Table 4). 
Table 4. Comparative sentence structure in negation 
English: I do not think he will go to the U.S.A. 
Japanese: Kare ~ Amerika ~ to watashi wa omowa nai. 
he p USA p go that I p think not 
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Ryan agrees with Takayanagi that beginning Japanese students, to comprehend 
English sentences, "change the word order, delete the articles, and [use] the proper particles, 
thusly decoding the sentence word by word" (p. 19). Takayanagi continues that these 
processes are time-consuming, and that Japanese students will experience additional 
difficulties in decoding more complex English sentences. 
Cultural Thought Patterns 
One researcher examines cultural factors which affect second language learning. In 
"Cultural Thought Patterns in Inter-Cultural Education" Kaplan (1966) notes, "Logic ... which 
is the basis of rhetoric, is evolved out of a culture; it is not universal. Rhetoric ... varies from 
culture to culture ... " (p. 2). As the English language, which developed from the Anglo-
European culture, has a unique thought pattern, so do other languages have their own thought 
patterns. However, instructors of English as a Second Language courses in American 
colleges and universities often fail to realize this fact. As a result, these instructors assume 
that those who are adequate essay writers in their native language unquestionably write 
satisfactory essays in their second language. The inaccuracy of this perception leads to 
further erroneous assumptions, as they read and mark papers. They often make comments 
such as "The material is all here, but it seems somehow out of focus," or "Lacks 
organization," or "Lacks cohesion" (Kaplan, 1966, p. 3). 
Kaplan (1966) argues that the foreign students whose rhetoric and thought patterns 
differ from the instructors' do not write essays in the form which the native reader expects. 
To explain this phenomenon, Kaplan examines the characteristics of different language 
groups. While English speakers reveal their thought patterns in a linear style, the speakers 
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of the Arabic language develop the paragraph with parallelism. Conversely, Orientals employ 
an indirect approach. Their development of the paragraph forms "the circles or gyres [which] 
tum around the subject ... but the subject is never looked at directly" (p. 10). Although Kaplan 
excludes Japanese from his definition of Orientals, Ryan (1988) supports Hinds' inclusion of 
Japanese into this group since both Korean and Japanese grammar/languages contain S.O.v. 
sentence structure. 
Ryan (1988), examining the writing pattern of one Japanese writer, made a similar 
comment to Kaplan's circle theory. He notes, "The paragraph, actually a string of theses 
sentences, displays little organization, development, or unity. The composition concludes as 
abruptly as it began ... " (pp. 16-17). 
Conclusion 
The research has presented factors which influence second language learning from 
psychological, linguistical, and cultural perspectives. Unlike younger second language 
learners, adult second language learners undergo complicated processes and encounter 
profound difficulties. Consequently, adult second language learners will never achieve 
native-like acquisition. 
Adult second language learners often feel humiliation and embarrassment when they 
make errors in using an unfamiliar foreign language. As a result, their motivation for learning 
diminishes. Although this psychological phenomenon is latent, it is a critical, prevalent 
element in second language learning. 
Meanwhile, adult learners' first language interferes with learning a second language 
in many ways. In spoken language, adult learners tend to pronounce new words with their 
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first language accents. In written language, adult learners often practice literal translation 
from their first into second languages, which results in awkward, incompetent sentences. 
Structural differences between first and second languages also determine proficiency 
of adult second language learning. The presence/absence of a morpheme, such as the article 
system, in a first language influences adult learners' English article acquisition. In addition to 
morphological differences, syntactical divergences, such as word orders, play an important 
role in second language learning. 
Moreover, adults learners tend to write English essays in their native thought patterns. 
Native readers of English, who often fail to realize the fact that each culture possesses a 
distinctive writing style, write biased comments on foreign students' papers. Taken together, 




After an extensive review of literature, this researcher identified problems common 
to Asian students as they engage in English writing assignments at the college level. 
Following this review, the researcher conducted two interviews with Dr. Ellis, Program 
Manager of English as a Second Language at Florida Community College of Jacksonville and 
Dr. VanZandt, Director of the Academic Resource Center at the University of North Florida, 
to survey the current situation ofESL students in the Jacksonville area. The interviewees 
suggested that beginning-level ESL students need to master general written communication 
skills, while advanced-level ESL students need to improve specific skills. 
To test these findings, the researcher examined eight Asian students' sample papers, 
including six from different levels of classes at Florida Community College of 
Jacksonville--two from ESL LEVEL I, two from ESL LEVEL II, and two from ESL LEVEL 
III. The remaining two papers were written by Asian students at the University of North 
Florida. Using a modified rubric which was originally developed for this purpose by FCCJ, 
the researcher conducted a content analysis of error patterns for each writing sample. 
Following the error analysis procedure, the researcher identified patterns that occurred 
frequently. This content analysis process was repeated by an independent reviewer to assess 
its reliability. 
As various researchers as well as the directors interviewed indicate, English articles 
appear to be most problematic to Asian students. Therefore, the researcher compiled the 
rules of article usage based upon the work ofShineibunpo (Sasaki, 1963) and Gendaieibunpo 
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(Aramaki, 1969). Following the explication of the rules, the researcher developed exercise 
problems to allow ESL students to test the knowledge that they had learned from the rules. 
These materials were evaluated by the directors ofFCCJ's Learning Lab and UNF's 
Academic Resource Center to help detennine their usefulness. Based upon this feedback, the 
researcher refined these materials for future use by students such as those who provided these 
sample papers. It is hoped that English instructors in American colleges and universities will 
recognize that Oriental students experience complicated processes and hardships as a result 
of this research--"An Analysis of Dilemmas in English Composition among Asian College 
Students"--and that these materials will better enable them to address those problems. 
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IV Data Analysis 
Interview Findings 
The researcher conducted two interviews in September of 1994 to obtain accurate 
information on foreign students' English performance in the Jacksonville area. The first 
interviewee was Dr. Patricia Ellis, Program Manager of English as a Second Language (ESL) 
at Florida Community College of Jacksonville (FCCI). According to Ellis, the backgrounds 
of the ESL students at this college vary, which requires this institution to facilitate diversified 
provision. Some of its ESL students had never been exposed to the English language prior 
to their entry into America. Others had studied English as a foreign language in their native 
countries. Some have lived in America for a long time, but never sought formal English 
education. 
Based upon their scores on the placement test, ESL students are placed into three 
different levels of c1asses--ESL LEVEL I, ESL LEVEL IT, and ESL LEVEL ill. The primary 
concern, Ellis explained, remains with beginning-level ESL students, since this group of 
students lack general basic skills for meaningful communication, both oral and written. As 
a result, the instructors sometimes can hardly grasp the meanings of the materials written by 
the students at this level. Ellis cited typical errors which appear in ESL students' papers. 
These errors are summarized in the following two paragraphs. 
ESL students, especially beginning-level ones, need to learn how to organize their 
writing following the English essay format. They have difficulties in selecting appropriate 
singular/plural nouns or third person pronouns and in using the proper verbs according to the 
rules. In constructing sentences, they arrange subordinate/coordinate clauses inappropriately. 
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Many times, this group of students omit necessary prepositions in sentences and fail to 
recognize idiomatic phrases. Faulty punctuation and capitalization also detract from the 
quality ofESL students' papers. Spelling errors appear frequently. ESL students are often 
unable to differentiate common countable nouns from abstract uncountable nouns. 
Consequently, they neglect to use the necessary articles or plural forms, or they add 
unnecessary articles or plural forms. They also tend to exhibit awkward word choices. 
Although these problems generally appear in the papers of all levels of students, the 
frequency of these types of errors will gradually lessen as students advance to the higher 
levels. This may be attributed to the assistance they receive from tutors at the Learning Lab. 
Ellis also noted that ESL students who have an Indo-European language as their native 
language experience fewer hardships in writing in English than do Asian students, whose first 
languages belong to a different language family. 
Ellis added that FCCI requires a score of at least 460 on the Test of English as a 
Foreign Language (TOEFL) for admission to the ESL Programs, and a score of 500 or better 
for admission to regular college-credit courses. However, attainment of the minimum scores 
does not equate to success for ESL students at this institution. At the end of the interview, 
Ellis provided this researcher with six Asian students' papers, two from each of the three 
different levels. These were subsequently evaluated to confirm Ellis' observations. 
The second interviewee was Dr. Priscilla VanZandt, Director of the Academic 
Resource Center at the University of North Florida (UNF). This facility provides academic 
assistance in all subject areas to all students who request it--native English speakers, ESL 
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(international) students, and the handicapped. VanZandt, who monitors all students' English 
performance, expressed particular concern with international students' English writing skills. 
The international students at UNF may be classified into two groups: transfer students 
from community colleges and students from abroad. Transfer students must pass the College 
Level Academic Skills Test (CLAST) to be officially admitted to the junior level. Students 
from abroad must have a score of at least 500 on the TOEFL for admission to either 
undergraduate or graduate programs at UNF. Like Ellis ofFCCJ, VanZandt acknowledges 
that a score of 500 for UNF admission does not promise satisfactory performance by these 
international students, especially in graduate programs. 
International students from various countries, VanZandt continued, appear to 
experience common dilemmas in writing essays in English. Their compositions at times are 
incongruent with the standard essay format. Errors appear in verb/tense/form, subject/verb 
agreement, spelling, and punctuation/capitalization. These errors often seem to be caused by 
carelessness and to be relatively minor. However, more serious problems among international 
students occur in omission and misuse of prepositions, in the use of English idioms, and in 
awkward word choices. Furthermore, the most consistent error pattern found in ESL 
students' papers is article usage by Oriental students. This particular group of students, 
VanZandt noted, understand English grammar well, but almost everyone confronts hardships 
in properly applying articles in hislher writing. Nonetheless, assignments written by these 
international students at UNF convey their meanings and intentions adequately. VanZandt 




A total of eight ESL students' sample papers were diagnosed by two independent 
reviewers--Dr. VanZandt, Director of the Academic Resource Center at UNF, and Mrs. Mary 
Thornton, Adjunct Instructor of English at UNF. The reviewers marked each error with the 
numbers which indicate the categories of errors in the rubric of Frequency Count of Error 
Patterns (as shown in Table 5 and Table 6). The researcher then tallied the total errors of 
each student in the rubric. Table 5 shows the diagnostic results reported by VanZandt, and 
Table 6 those reported by Thornton. (See also Figure 2 and 3) 
Table 5 : Initial Analysis 
The total numbers of all students' errors added up to 265. The following tabulation 
shows individual counts: Students G (72), H (47), F (40), C (34), A (24), D (18), and Band 
E (15 each). The total error count consists of: 45% by two UNF students, 20% by two level-
3 students, 19% by two level-2 students, and 15% by two level-l students. 
The total numbers of words in all eight students' papers were 2372: Students G (434), 
E and H, (367 each), F (360), C (321), D (183), B (174), and A (166). Generally, the 
upper-level students wrote longer essays than did the lower-level students. Student G's paper, 
which had the most words, is 2.6 times longer than student A's paper, which had the fewest 
words. 
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Table 5. Frequency COllInt of Error Patterns I 
Student A B C D E F G H 
Level 1 1 2 2 3 3 UNF UNF 




4. Coherence 1 1 
5. Unity 
6. Conclusion 1 1 1 3 
B. Sentence 
1. Fragment 1 1 
2. Choppy/Stringy 1 1 
3. Comma Splice 1 1 1 3 
4. Awkward Structure 1 1 2 1 5 1 11 
C. Grammar 
1. VerbffenselFonn 7 1 3 10 6 27 
2. Article 1 2 5 2 4 10 5 7 36 
3. Preposition 2 2 4 
4. Pronoun! Antecedent 1 2 3 1 5 12 
5. Agreement 1 1 7 9 
6. SingularlPlural 6 2 5 2 3 18 
7. Punct./Capital. 1 1 5 1 1 3 2 14 
8. Spelling 2 2 2 1 2 1 5 15 
9. Word Choice 3 2 6 2 2 11 39 1 66 
10. Necessary Word 3 2 6 7 3 4 25 
11. Unnecessary Word 3 4 4 3 2 1 2 19 
Total Errors 24 15 34 18 15 40 72 47 265/265 
Total Words 166 174 321 183 367 360 434 367 2372 
Error Percentage 14% 8% 10% 9% 4% 11% 16% 12% 11% 
Competency Rank 7 2 4 3 1 5 8 6 
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Table 6. Frequency Count of Error Patterns II 
Student A B C D E F G H 
Level 1 1 2 2 3 3 UNF UNF 
A. Organization T. Errors 
1. Introduction 1 1 1 1 4 
2. Thesis 
3. DevelopmentlDetail 
4. Coherence 1 1 1 1 4 
5. Unity 1 1 2 
6. Conclusion 1 1 1 1 4 
B. Sentence 
1. Fragment 1 1 
2. Choppy/Stringy 1 1 
3. Comma Splice 1 1 
4. Awkward Structure 2 3 5 
C. Grammar 
1. VerbffenselFonn 7 2 1 2 2 2 9 5 30 
2. Article 1 3 2 6 2 9 23 
3. Preposition 1 1 3 5 2 3 15 
4. Pronoun! Antecedent 3 2 5 
5. Agreement 1 1 2 
6. SingularlPlural 6 1 2 3 2 6 20 
7. Punct./Capital. 1 1 1 4 1 2 2 12 
8. Spelling 1 3 8 12 
9. Word Choice 5 2 6 5 3 1 22 3 47 
10. Necessary Word 4 4 9 3 5 3 4 32 
11. Unnecessary Word 1 1 5 2 5 3 17 
Total Errors 22 17 38 17 17 28 54 44 237/237 
Total Words 166 174 321 183 367 360 434 367 2372 
Error Percentage 13% 9% 11% 9% 4% 7% 12% 11% 10% 
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Figure 2. Error Percentage (from Table 5) 
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The total error percentage of each student was reflected by the number of total errors 
and by the length of that student's paper. The individual error percentage follows: Students 
G (16%), A (14%), H (12%), F (11%), C (10%), D (golo), B (8%), and E (4%). The average 
error percentage was 11 %. The student who wrote the longest paper made the most errors. 
However, the student who committed the fewest errors wrote the second longest essay. 
Based upon the error percentage, the students' writing skills were ranked as follows: 
Student E, the most competent; Student B, the 2nd most competent; Student D, the 3rd most 
competent; Student C, the 4th most competent; Student F, the 5th most competent; Student 
H, the 6th most competent; Student A, the 7th most competent; and Student G, the least 
competent. 
Table 5: Analysis by Category 
In organization, Students A, B, E, and G wrote well-organized papers following the 
English essay format, while Students C, D, and F concluded their essays poorly, and Student 
H included a few items which did not directly relate to his topic. 
In sentence structure, more errors appeared: Student G exhibited one sentence 
fragment; Student H wrote one choppy sentence; and Students A, B, and G had one comma 
splice error each. Of 11 structural mistakes, Student G made 5 (45 % of the total count); 
Student D, 2; Students B, C, E, and H, 1 each. 
In grammar, the highest error frequency (66) was recorded in word choice, where all 
eight students experienced difficulties. Two upper-level students, Student G (39) and Student 
F (11), made 83% of the total errors. The other errors in word choice follow: Student C, 6; 
Student A, 3; Students B, D, and E, 2 each; and Student H, l. 
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The second most frequently observed error (36) occurred in article usage, where all 
eight students erred. However, three upper-level students alone were responsible for 61% 
(22 out of 36) of the total errors: Student F, 10; Student H, 7; and Student G, 5. The 
remaining students' error frequencies were: Student C, 5; Student E, 4; Students Band D, 2 
each; and Student A, 1. 
Verb misuse (27) was ranked as the third most frequently occurring error pattern. 
Two upper-level students, Students G and H, made 59% (16 out of 27) of the total errors. 
The remaining students' error frequencies were: Student A, 7; Student F, 3; and Student E, 
1. 
The students erred much less frequently in the remaining categories. Three 
upper-level students' papers accounted for 56% of needed word omissions: Student F (7), 
Student H (4), and Student G (3). The other mistakes were made by Student C (6); Student 
A (3); and Student B (2). 
Seven students added unnecessary words in their papers, and a relatively higher 
frequency rate was recorded for this category among beginning-level students: Students B and 
C, 4 each; Students A and D, 3 each; Students E and H, 2 each; and Student G, 1. 
In choosing singular/plural form, Student C (middle-level) committed the most errors 
(6), while the remainder were concentrated among the upper-level students, with Student F, 
5; Student H, 3; and Students E and G, 2 each. 
Seven students also misspelled a total of 15 words: with Student H misspelling 5 
words (33% of the total errors); Students A, C, D, and F, 2 each; and Students E and G, 1 
each. 
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Seven students shared a total of 14 errors in punctuation/capitalization: with Student 
D committing 5 errors (35% of the total errors); Student G, 3; Student H, 2; Students A, B, 
E, and F, 1 each. 
In pronoun/antecedent agreement, Student H was responsible for 41% (5 out of 12) 
of the total count, while Student C made 3 errors; Student B, 2; and Students A and G, 1 
each. 
In subject/verb agreement, Student H's mistakes (7 out of 9) constitute 77% of the 
total errors. Students D and E erred once each. 
In preposition usage, only four errors were counted, with Students A and H showing 
2 each. 
Table 5: Analysis by Individual 
Student A (the 7th most competent, with the shortest paper) experienced difficulties 
in verb usage and diction, categories which constituted 66% (16 out of24) of this student's 
total errors. The other errors appeared in preposition usage and spelling (2 each); and comma 
splice, article usage, and pronoun usage (1 each). 
Student B (the 2nd most competent, with the 7th longest paper) exhibited his 
weakness mostly in diction (8 out of 15). This student's additional errors were article usage 
and pronoun usage (2 each), comma splice, sentence structure and punctuation (1 each). 
Student C (the 4th most competent, with the 5th longest paper) experienced 
difficulties primarily in diction--47% of his total errors (16 out 34). While a high error 
frequency appeared in this student's use of singular/plural form (6) and article usage (5), a 
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lower error frequency appeared in pronoun usage (3), spelling (2), and conclusion and 
sentence structure (1 each). 
Student D (the 3rd most competent, with the 6th longest paper) made the most errors 
(5) in punctuation, while this student's other errors were relatively minor: unnecessary words 
(3); sentence structure, article usage, spelling, and word choices (2); and conclusion and 
subject/verb agreement (1 each). 
Student E (the most accomplished writer, with the 2nd longest paper) experienced 
difficulties in various areas, but with low frequencies: article usage (4); singular/plural form, 
word choices and unnecessary words (2 each); and sentence structure, verb usage, 
subject/verb agreement, punctuation, and spelling (1 each). 
Student F (the 5th most competent, with the 4th longest paper) was weak in diction 
(18) and article usage (10), which constituted 70% of this student's total errors. Student F's 
other mistakes were: singular/plural form (5), verb usage (3), spelling (2), and conclusion and 
punctuation (1 each). 
Student G (the least competent, with the longest paper) experienced difficulties in a 
wide range of categories. In particular, 39 errors in word choice brought down this student 
to the lowest rank. Student G also exhibited weakness in verb usage (10), and in sentence 
structure and article usage (5 each). The remainder of this student's mistakes were in 
punctuation and needed words (3 each); singular/plural form (2); and sentence fragment, 
comma splice, pronoun usage, spelling, and unnecessary word (1 each). 
Student H (the 6th most competent, with the 2nd longest paper) erred in every 
category in grammar. This student's weakest areas seemed to be article usage (7), 
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subject/verb agreement (7), and verb usage (6). Student H's other mistakes were as follows: 
pronoun usage and spelling (5 each); needed words (4); singular/plural form (3); proposition 
usage, punctuation, and unnecessary words (2 each); and coherence, choppy sentence, and 
sentence structure (1 each). 
The total error frequency for all students by category follows: word choices (66), 
article usage (36), verb usage (27), needed words (25), unnecessary words (19), formation 
of singular/plural (18), spelling (15), punctuation (14), pronoun usage (12), sentence structure 
(11), subject/verb agreement (9), preposition usage (4), conclusions (4), comma splices (3), 
essay development, use of sentence fragments and choppy sentence structure (1). 
Table 6: Initial Analysis 
The total number of all students' errors added up to 237. The following tabulation 
displays individual counts: Students G (54), H (44), C (38), F (28), A (22), and B, D, and E 
(17 each). The total error count consists of: 41% by two UNF students, 23% by two level-2 
students, 19% by two level-3 students, and 16% by two level-l students. 
The entire number of words in all eight students' papers totaled 2372: Students G 
(434), E and H (367), F (360), C (321), D (183), B (174), and A (166). The upper-level 
students generally wrote longer essays than did the beginning-level students. The paper with 
the most words (Student G) is 2.6 times longer than the paper with the least words (Student 
A). 
The total error percentage of each student was reflected by the number of total errors 
and by the length of that student's paper. The individual error percentage follows: Students 
A (13%), G (12%), C and H (11% each), Band D (9% each) F (7%) and E (4%). The 
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average error percentage was 10010. The student who wrote the longest paper made the most 
errors. However, the student who committed the fewest errors wrote the second longest 
essay. 
Based upon the error percentage, the students' writing skills were ranked as follows: 
Student E, the most competent; Student F, the 2nd most competent; Students Band D, the 
3rd most competent; Students C and H, the 5th most competent, Student G, the 7th most 
competent, and Student A, the least competent. 
Table 6: Analysis by Category 
In organization, students A, B, C, and D did not have introductions in their papers, 
while Students C, E, F, and G added materials which were irrelevant to their topics. The 
papers of Students C and G lacked unity. Students A, B, C, and D concluded their essays 
poorly. 
In sentence structure, Student G exhibited one sentence fragment, Student D wrote 
one choppy sentence, and Student G made one comma splice error. Awkward structures 
were exhibited at the rate of62% (5 out of8 total structural errors) by Student B 2 times and 
Student G 3 times. 
In grammar, the highest error frequency (47) was recorded in word choice, where all 
eight students experienced difficulties. Student G's 22 errors alone constituted 46% of the 
total count. The beginning-and mid-level students had a higher level frequency than did the 
upper-level students: Students C (6), A and D (5). The other errors in word choice were: 
Students E and H (3 each), B (2), and F (1). 
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Seven students omitted a total of 32 necessary words in their papers, where the 
second most frequently occurring error pattern was recorded. Student C made the most 
mistakes (9), while the other six students erred less frequently: Student F (5), Students A, B, 
and H (4 each), and Students E and G (3 each). 
All eight students made errors in verb usage, which caused this category to be the 
third most problematic area. Two upper-level students alone, Students G and H, were 
responsible for 46% (14 out of30) of the total count. Student A made a relatively higher 
number of errors (7), while the remaining students made fewer errors: Students B, D, E, and 
F (2 each), and C (1). 
In article usage, 73% (19 out of23) of the total errors were concentrated among the 
upper-level students: Students H (9), F (6), E and G (2 each). Student B made 3 errors and 
Student A, 1. 
The students made many fewer errors in the remaining categories. Six mid-and 
upper-level students experienced difficulties in choosing proper singular/plural form: 
Students C and H made 6 errors each, Student F (3), Students E and G (2 each) and Student 
D (1). 
Six students added a total of 17 superfluous words to their papers. Two upper-level 
students, Student G (5) and H (3), were responsible for 47% of the total error count of this 
category. Student C made 5 errors, D, 2, and A and B, 1 each. 
Prepositional mistakes among the upper-level students constituted 86% (13 out of 15) 
of the total count: Students F (5), H (3), E and G (2 each), while Students A and C erred 
once each. 
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In punctuation, while Student D made the most errors (4), the remaining six students 
erred only a few times: Students F and G (2 each); A, B, C, and E (1 each). 
Student H was responsible for 66% (8 out of 12) of the total misspelled words. 
Student F misspelled 3 words, and Student C, 1. 
Two students made a total offive pronoun errors: with Students C (3), and H (2). 
Only 2 errors in subject/verb agreement were counted: Students C and H, 1 each. 
Table 6: Analysis by Individual 
Student A (the least competent, with the shortest paper) experienced organizational 
problems in introduction and conclusion. Verb usage and diction alone accounted for 77% 
(17 out of 22) of Student A's total error count, while this student made one error each in 
article usage, preposition usage, and punctuation. 
Student B (the 3rd most competent, with the 7th longest paper) exhibited weakness 
mostly in diction (41 %), while this student also had errors in article usage (3 times); sentence 
structure and verb usages (2 times each); and introduction, conclusion, and punctuation (once 
each). 
Student C (the 5th most competent, with the 5th longest paper) erred in very 
diversified areas. This student's most serious problems were in diction, which accounted for 
52% of all errors. In addition, Student C made 6 mistakes in the use of singular/plural form, 
3 in pronoun usage, and 1 each in introduction, coherence, unity, conclusion, verb usage, 
preposition usage, subject/verb agreement, punctuation, and spelling. 
Student D (the 3rd most competent, with the 6th longest paper) experienced 
difficulties in diction (41% of total errors). The remainder of this student's errors were as 
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follows: punctuation (4), verb usage (2), introduction, conclusion, choppy sentence, and 
singular/plural form (1 each). 
Student E (the most accomplished writer, with the 2nd longest paper) exhibited 
problems in various areas, but with low frequencies: diction (6), preposition usage (3), verb 
usage, article usage, and singular/plural form (2 each), and coherence and punctuation (1 
each). 
Student F (the 2nd most competent, with the 4th longest paper) experienced the most 
difficulties in article usage (6), diction (6), and preposition usage (5). These mistakes alone 
constituted 57% of the total count, while this student's errors appeared in singular/plural form 
(3); verb usage and punctuation (2 each); and coherence (1). 
Student G (the 7th most competent, with the longest paper) made errors in various 
categories. Diction (30) alone constituted 55% of this student's errors. The error percentage 
of verb usage and diction rose to 72%. But fewer problems appeared in sentence structure 
(3), preposition usage, pronouns usage, singular/plural form, and punctuation (2 each), 
coherence, unity, sentence fragment, comma splice (1 each). 
Student H (the 5th most competerit, with the 2nd longest paper) erred in every 
category except punctuation. Student Hs weaknesses were displayed in diction (10), article 
usage (9), spelling (8), singular/plural form (6), verb usage (5), preposition usage (3), 
pronoun usage (2), and subject/verb agreement (1). 
The total error frequency by category for all students is as follows: word choices (47), 
omission of needed words (32), verb usage (30), article usage (23), formation of 
singular/plural (20), superfluous words (17), preposition usage (15), punctuation and spelling 
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(12 each), sentence structure and pronoun usage (5 each), introduction, coherence, 
conclusion (4 each), unity (2), and use of sentence fragment, choppy sentence structure, and 
comma splice (1 each). 
Test ReliabilitvN alidity 
It appeared impractical to select these eight ESL students and test their English 
writing skills in the same environment for this research purpose. Therefore, the researcher 
requested Dr. Ellis and Dr. VanZandt to obtain the students' papers through their tutorial 
facilities. 
As a result, each student's conditions for writing varied, including time frame of 
completing the essay, moods/attitudes toward writing, or access to supplemental assistance 
such as dictionaries, textbooks, and spelling-check device in word processors. These factors, 
which greatly influenced the content analysis results, were not addressed when the researcher 
obtained the students' papers. The reviewers evaluated the eight completed essays without 
taking the students' circumstantial backgrounds into consideration. 
However, the Frequency Count of Error Patterns appears to be a reliable measuring 
device which evaluates students' writing competency from several different perspectives. 
Three categories--essay organization, sentence structure, and grammar--are subdivided into 
more specific items. Measuring all skills in each category is essential in order to detect the 
students' strengths and weaknesses. So the validity of this measuring device, which is 
applicable to any students in any circumstances, appears defensible. 
After the two independent reviewers diagnosed all eight students' sample papers, the 
researcher found there were discrepancies between the number of errors listed in Table 5 and 
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Table 6. This discrepancy appears to result from the two reviewers' applying different 
diagnostic methods. For example, while one reviewer marked a missing article as an article 
error, the other reviewer marked it as an omission of needed words. This difference in 
diagnoses caused the error count in each category to appear differently. In another instance, 
one reviewer marked the entire phrase as a mistake, while the other reviewer marked the 
individual words in the phrase as mistakes. Therefore different numbers of errors are shown 
in the two categories. 
However, the closeness of the total error percentage, 11 % in Table 5 and 10% in 
Table 6, indicates that the reliability of the two raters appears to be acceptable. In addition, 
the perceived ranked writing competency of students in Table 5 and Table 6 correspond 
closely. These results are as follows: 
Table 5. Students E, B, D, C, F, H, A, and G 
Table 6. Students E, F, Band D, C and H, G, and A. 
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V. Summary of Data 
All eight Asian students whose papers were evaluated by two independent reviewers 
encountered difficulties in writing their essays in English. In order to perceive the overall 
status of various writing errors, the number of the total errors in each category in Table 5 and 
Table 6 are added. The researcher found that of three sections, these Oriental students made 
errors most frequently in grammar (460), followed by errors in sentence structure (24), and 
errors in organization (I 8). 
Compared to the upper-level students, the beginning-level students seemed to have 
the greatest difficulty in writing according to the specific rules of the English essay format. 
Poor organization among this group of students may be explained by one research finding: 
Each culture possesses a distinct writing style. The students' writing habits in their native 
language might have prevented them from expressing their thoughts in the ways which the 
reviewers expected. While native speakers of English develop paragraphs in a linear style, 
Orientals develop their paragraphs in the form of a "circle" or "gyre," where the topic is 
never examined directly. The more frequently the students wrote in English as they advanced 
to the higher levels, however, the better organized English essays they wrote. 
In sentence structure, both reviewers found more awkward sentences than any other 
kinds of errors in the students' papers. This indicates that these Oriental students might be 
forming English sentences based upon the sentence structure of their native language. The 
English sentence pattern is S.V.O. (I go to school), while the Japanese sentence pattern, for 
instance, is S.O.v. (I to school go). Asian studlents often employ inappropriate sentences in 
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their writing. One student began the sentence, "As the dim light off ... " Another wrote, 
" ... need to study hard English .... " 
These Oriental students had the greatest difficulty in writing grammatically correct 
sentences. Of all the categories in grammar, diction proved to be the most critical area. The 
students chose 113 inappropriate words, omitted 57 necessary words, and added 36 
unnecessary words in their essays, which represents a total of 206 errors. This finding 
suggests that Asian students tend to think in their native language first and translate into 
English, a practice which results in awkward expressions. This result is confirmed by the 
research: Adult second language learners practice literal translation from their first to second 
languages. 
Student G, who made the most diction errors, attempted to embellish his sentences 
with a series of flowery words and phrases. As a result, this student's essay sounded strange 
to the reviewers. In Student G's paper, there are many instances where literal translation 
seemed to be obvious: "At night, 7:20, I was pleasantly stepping into the U.N.F. Gallery 
under the bright moon ... " or "I believed the exciting of the whole room was sublimating into 
apogee," for example. 
The category of article usage was a problematic area among Asian students, as Dr. 
VanZandt has mentioned earlier. The consistent error patterns (total: 59) support this 
researcher's study: Adult second language learners whose native language does not contain 
the article system experience difficulties in proper article usage. 
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Meanwhile, the Asian students erred 57 times in verb usage. Some students seemed 
to be uncertain of the function of gerunds, infinitives, present participles, past participles, and 
auxiliary verbs. 
The typical mistakes in 38 singular/plurall disagreements exhibited inconsistencies such 
as "every subject~" or "some American" rather than "some American~." A few students were 
not aware that material/abstract nouns do not have plural forms. For example, one student 
wrote, " ... are famous for family educatio~," and another described " ... their money control~. " 
These eight Oriental students misspelled 27 words, while they erred in 
punctuation/capitalization 26 times. The error frequencies in the last three categories 
follow--preposition usage (19), pronoun/antecedent agreement (17), and subject/verb 
agreement (11). The error count of the last three items appears to be relatively 
inconsequential when one considers that eight students whose native languages are completely 
different from English wrote a total of 23 72 words in eight papers. 
Comparing these diagnostic results with the interview findings from Ellis and 
VanZandt, the researcher discovered that the error patterns in Table 5 and Table 6 generally 
reflect the interviewees' descriptions of Asian students' English competency. Oriental students, 
whose native languages differ from Indo-European languages, encounter countless hardships 
in completing writing assignments for professors in American colleges and universities as a 
result of those differences. 
The upper-level Asian students erred nearly as often as the beginning-level Asian 
students, contrary to the two interviewees' observations that the error frequency tends to 
diminish as students advance to the higher levels. The upper-level students, however, had 
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more opportunities to make mistakes since they wrote more complicated, longer essays than 
did the beginning-level students. 
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VI Rules for Articles 
The consistent error patterns in English article usage as shown in Table 5 and Table 
6 support an interview finding: Asian students whose native languages do not contain the 
article system struggle with the proper application of articles in their writings. 
Most available texts on article usage were written by English speakers and typically 
supply insufficient information for the needs of Asian students. Therefore, this researcher 
formulated the rules of article usage based upon Shineibunpo (1963) and Gendaieibunpo 
(1969), from whom permission for reprint has been requested. These rules include usage of 
indefinite and definite articles, omission of articles, position of articles, and repetition of 
articles. 
A. Kinds of Articles 
Article adjectives modify countable nouns and may be classified into two types, indefinite 
articles and definite articles. These are: 
Indefinite articles-- !!, is used before consonants, and 
an is used before vowels. 
Definite articles-- the pronounced as 
[the] before consonants, and 
[the] before vowels. 
1. The indefinite article, !!, or an, which is derived from one, modifies a singular common 
noun or collective nouns. The usage of!!, or an depends on the pronunciation, not on 
the spelling, of the words which follow the article. Words beginning with a consonant 
sound require !!" while words beginning with a vowel sound require an. 
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~man 
~ red apple 
~ university 





2. The definite article, the, which is derived from a demonstrative pronoun, that, modifies 
proper nouns and singular/plural common nouns. 
[the] the man 
the red apple 
the university 
B. The Meaning and Usage of the Indefinite Article 
[the] the ox 
the Alps 
the hour 
The indefinite article, ~ or an, which derived from one, implies various meanings. 
1. Signifies one: 
He will come in ~ day or two. 
~ mile or so, ~ dozen, ~ hundred 
I have ~ book. 
2. Signifies the same: 
Birds of ~ feather flock together. 
He and I are of an age. 
of ~ mind, of ~ sort, of ~ size 
3. Signifies ~ certain: 
Once there lived an old man in the village. 
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4. Signifies any (represents the entire group): 
A dog is a faithful animal. 
I like an apple. 
5. Signifies per: 
I go the market once f! week. 
Take this medicine three times f! day. 
6. With a proper noun which is treated as a common noun, the indefinite article signifies 
someone who names, or someone like: 
A Mr. Brown came to see you. 
I wish to become an Einstein. 
7. With a material noun treated as a common noun, the indefinite article signifies: 
(1) a kind of 
This is ~ good tea. 
(2) a thing made of 
Bring me ~ glass. 
8. With an abstract noun which is treated as a common noun, the indefinite article 
signifies: 
(1) a kind of 
Kindness is f! virtue. 
(2) an act of 
He showed me ~ kindness. 
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9. With a quantitative adjective: 
(1) f! few (countable noun) 
I have f! few books. (two or three books) 
Cf: I have few books. (hardly any books) 
(2) f! little (uncountable/mass n01Un) 
There is f! little water. (a little water left) 
Cf: There is little water. (almost no water left) 
(3) many f! 
Many f! man likes it. 
"Many a" has more emphasis than "many." 
10. With a superlative adjective, the indefinite article signifies very: 
He is f! most honest man. 
11. In idiomatic phrases, such as: 
as f! rule, at f! distance, for f! while, have f! cold, in f! hurry, on f! sudden, make it 
f! rule to, the article has no specific denotation. 
When the indefinite article signifies one, as in the case of 1., f! or an must be used before 
indefinite singular common nouns. Some or any must be used to indicate plurality before 
indefinite common nouns and material/abstract nouns. (See Table 7) 
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Table 7. Plurality of nouns 
Sin~lar Common Nouns Plural Common Nouns Materiall Abstract Nouns 
I have f! book. I have some book~. I have some money. 
I saw f! boy. I saw some boy~. I saw some water. 
Do you want ~ pen? Do you want any pen.s? Do you want any ink? 
Not f! tree Not any tree~ not any air 
no tree no trees no air 
When the indefinite article signifies any as in the case of 4., some, any, or no are not used 
for plural common nouns and materiallabstract nouns. Therefore, a singular noun with f! 
(an) or plural nouns with no articles represent the entire group. (See Table 8) 
Table 8. Representation of the entire group 
Singular Common Nouns Plural Common Nouns Materiall Abstract Nouns 
A dog is faithful. Do~ are faithful. Fire burns. 
This is a book. These are books. This is wine. 
In representing the entire group, the following set of sentences have the same meanings. 
(I) A dog is a faithful animal. 
(2) Do~ are faithful animals. 
(3) The dog is a faithful animal. 
Exception: Man and woman do not use the article. 
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(1) Man represents the entire human race: 
Man has tamed the dog. 
(2) Man and woman represent the gender: 
Man is mightier than woman. 
C. Usage of the Definite Article 
The, which is derived from that, is used for the noun that is known to the speaker, or for 
the noun that is modified by certain words or phrases. 
1. The one and only natural or holy object: 
The earth moves round the sun. 
the moon, the world, the sea, the sky, the east, the west, the north, the 
south, the Book of Books (the Bible) 
2. The common object which the speaker and the listener acknowledge: 
Open the door, please. (the closest door) 
Give me the key. (the key to the door) 
The post office is near the station. (the only or the nearest post office and 
station) 
Send for the doctor. (the family doctor) 
3. The noun which was previously mentioned is repeated: 
An old man lived in a village. The man was known for his honesty allover the 
village. 
4. An object referring to something already mentioned: 
I have bought a house. The windows are wide and the rooms are comfortable. 
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5. The word which is restricted by modifiers--a superlative adjective, an ordinal 
number, or an adjective phrase or c1ause--: 
He is the tallest boy of us all. 
Egypt was the first country to become civilized. 
This is the only way. 
All the planets travel in the same direction. 
He is the principal of our school. (only principal) 
Cf: He is ~ boy in our school. (one of many boys) 
She is the girl who came yesterday. (the only one who came) 
Cf: I know ~ girl who came yesterday. (one of the girl~ who came) 
Look at the snow that covers the mountain. 
We had much snow in the winter of 1954. 
Cf: We have much snow in winter in this area. 
6. Represents the entire species: 
The lion is the king of animals. 
7. The plus a gerund, participle, or adjective used as a plural common noun: 
the rich, the poor, the strong, the weak, the handicapped, the wounded, the 
dying, the true (truth), the good (goodness), the inevitable. 
The plus a proper adjective becomes a mass noun and represents the entire race. (proper 
adjectives, derived from proper nouns, always begin with capital letters. See the chart in 
Table 9 and the sample sentences in Table 10.) 
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Table 9. Proper Adjectives 
1. Country 2. Proper Adj. People 
Language 3. Whole 4. Singular S. Plural 
Japan Japanese the Japanese a Japanese Japanese 
China Chinese the Chinese a Chinese Chinese 
Portu~al Portuguese the Portuguese a Portuguese Portu~ese 
England English the English an Englishman Englishmen 
Ireland Irish the Irish an Irishman Irishmen 
France French the French a Frenchman Frenchmen 
Holland Dutch the Dutch a Dutchman Dutchmen 
America American the Americans an American Americans 
Korea Korean the Koreans a Korean Koreans 
Egypt Egyptian the Egyptians an Egyptian Egyptians 
Gennany Gennan the Gennans a Gennan Gennans 
Italy Italian the Italians an Italian Italians 
Russia Russian the Russians a Russian Russians 
Mexico Mexican the Mexicans a Mexican Mexicans 
Greece Greek the Greeks a Greek Greeks 
Turkey Turkish the Turks a Turk Turks 
Spain Spanish the Spaniards a Spaniard Spaniards 
SS 
To explain the characteristics of article use with the words listed in each column of the 
chart in Table 9, the researcher has supplied sample sentences. (See Table 10) 
Table 10. Proper adjective usage 
Column 1. To identifY a country: 
The United Nations is located in America. 
Russia is the largest country. 
Column 2. Used as proper adjective: 
A Mexican sombrero has a wide brim. 
(The) Egyptian pyramids are symmetrical. 
Used to indicate language: 
German belongs to an Indo-European language family. 
English is spoken by many people. 
Column 3. To show official and historical representation ofa people: 
The Americans elect a president every four years. 
The Greeks held the first Olympic Games. 
Column 4. To indicate a single individual: 
The person who lives next to us is a Korean. 
That is a Dutchman standing by the door. 
Column 5. To show cultural and social representation of a people: 
(The) Japansese remove their shoes at home. 
(The) Italians are known for their love of opera. 
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8. The plus a common noun may create a figure of speech (synechdoche or metonymy) 
in which a part of thing represents the whole. 
The pen is mightier than the sword. 
9. The plus the comparative degree of an adjective plus of the two: 
In response to "Which is younger, Tom or Karen?", for example, "Tom is the 
younger of the two." 
10. The plus comparative degree, followed by the plus comparative degree: 
The sooner, the better. 
11. Indicating a unit: 
Sugar is sold by the pound. 
It is cheaper to purchase by the dozen. 
12. In idiomatic phrases: 
on the other hand, on the whole, to the point, on the contrary. 
13. Plural proper nouns require the: 
(1) plural proper nouns: 
a. the mountain range 
the Alp§, the Himalaya§, the Rockies. 
b. the islands 
the Philippine§, the East Indies. 
c. country names 
the United State§ of America. 
d. family, country people 
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the Kennedy~, the German~ 
(2) rivers, oceans, channels, canals, and peninsulas: 
the Thames, the Pacific (Ocean), the English Channel, the Panama Canal, the Izu 
Peninsula. 
(3) vessels: 
the Victory, the Fuji. 
(4) public buildings: 
the British Museum, the Kabukiza, the Imperial Hotel, the State University of 
Iowa. 
Cf: Harvard University is a proper noun. 
(5) newspapers, magazines, and reference books: 
the Times, the National Geographic, the Oxford English Dictionary. 
(6) person's names described by adjectives: 
the ambitious Caesar, the famous Napoleon, the late President Kennedy, 
Peter the Great (= the Great Peter). 
(7) constructions consisting of common noun plus of plus proper noun: 
the City of Rome, the Cape of Good Hope, the Duke of Wellington. 
Exception: The following examples do not require the. 
(1) proper nouns which indicate a singular mountain, island, and country: 
Mt. Everest, Formosa, Musashi Province. 
(2) lakes and bays: 
Lake Placid, Tokyo Bay (or the Bay of Tokyo). 
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(3) parks and stations: 
Tokyo Station, Central Park. 
(4) book titles and plays: 
Moby Dick, A Christmas Carol, Hamlet. 
(5) proper nouns modified by little, young, old, poor, and dear: 
little Tommy, old John, poor Carol, dear Sue. 
D. Omission of the Articles 
No article is used in the following cases. 
1. When making a direct address: 
Come here, young man. 
Ladies and gentlemen! 
2. With family members' names beginning with a capital letter: 
Father is out, but Mother is in. 
Uncle, Aunt, Baby, Nurse 
3. Forms of address containing a title followed by a proper noun: 
Mr. Jones, Mrs. Smith, Miss Hall, Lady Jane, Prince Bismarck, Professor Bailey, 
Farmer Hodge, General Puller, Oueen Victoria, King George, Emperor Hirohito 
(the Showa Emperor). 
4. Social/governmental status used as a predicate nominative: 
He was elected President. 
Henry VIII was King of England. 
5. Social/governmental status expressed as an appositive: 
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Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, resented Claudius. 
Tom, captain of our team, was injured. 
6. The superlative form of an adjective used as a complement: 
He was happiest in reading his favorite book. 
He deceived the person who had been kindest to him. 
7. Nouns yoked as opposite pairs: 
(I) noun conjunction noun: 
brother and sister, man and wife, father and son, rich and poor, young and old. 
(2) preposition plus noun: 
by trIDn, by bus, by heart, by telephone, on foot, on purpose, on fire, on business, 
at home, at sunset, at least, at night, in school, in time, under way, of necessity. 
(3) noun plus preposition plus noun constructions:litt 
hand in hand, arm in arm, face to face, side by side, step by step, little by little, day 
by day. 
(4) preposition plus noun plus preposition plus noun constructions: 
from beginning to end, from head to toe, from top to bottom. 
(5) verb plus noun constructions: 
catch fire, catch sight, make haste. 
(6) verb plus noun plus preposition constructions: 
make fun of, take care of, take interest in. 
8. Names of meals: 
Supper is ready. 
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We discussed it at lunch. 
9. Months and days of the week: 
I will see you on Sunday. 
January is the first month of the year. 
10. Formal medical terms: 
cholera, rheumatism, typhus, leprosy, pneumonia 
Exceptions: the flu, the virus. 
N.B.: Terms which describe symptoms require~: 
~ cancer, ~ cough, ~ chill. 
Medical terms which end with ache require ~ or the. 
~ (the) headache, ~ (the) stomachache, ~ (the) toothache. 
Cold is used with/without articles. 
I have ~ cold. 
Cold accompanies fever. 
11. Activities at schools, churches, markets, prisons, hospitals, and other places: 
go to school, at school, go to church, at church, go to market, go to prison, go 
to bed, in bed, go to hospital (British). 
Exception: go to the hospital (American). 
Cf: "The school" indicates the school building. 
12. Nouns modified with the following pronouns do not take the article. 
(1) with a possessive case of a personal pronoun: 
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ill)I: (your, his, her, our, their, John's) book. 
er a book of mine 
(2) with a demonstrative pronoun: 
this book, that flower. 
(3) with an interrogative pronoun: 
What flower is this? 
(4) with an indefinite pronoun: 
every girl, each boy, no brother. 
E. Position of the Articles 
The position of the article varies depending on the word which the article modifies. 
1. The article precedes adverbs, adjectives, and nouns. 
an old man, ~ very old man 
2. The position of the article changes with the use of adverbs or adjectives which show 
comparison or amount/number. 
(1) half, all, both: 
Half!! loaf is better than none. 
We walked half the distance. 
All the boys were present. 
Both the girls are absent. 
(2) such, so, many: 
I never saw such!! tall man. 
I never saw so tall!! man. 
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Many ~ boy like~ a baseball game. 
(3) what, how (used as exclamations): 
What ~ beautiful flower it is! 
How beautiful ~ flower it is! 
(Or how beautiful the flower is!) 
(4) as, too, no, how: 
He is as diligent ~ man as ever lived. 
That is too hard ~ task for me. 
She is no less lovely ~ girl. 
You cannot imagine how kind ~ lady she is. 
F. Repetition of the Articles 
Articles usually modify nouns/adjectives individually, but the articles shared by two or more 
nouns/adjectives indicate that those nouns/adjectives are treated as a unit. 
1. More than two nouns modified with an article individually: 
I saw ~ lady and ~ gentleman. 
The teacher and the guardian of the boy talked. 
Exception: An obvious case does not repeat the article. 
The King and Queen were present at the party. 
The brother and sister walked home together. 
2. More than two nouns modified as a unit with a conjoint article: 
Edgar Allan Poe, the poet and storyteller, was born in Boston. 
~ cup and saucer, ~ virgin and child 
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Exception: When emphasizing the characteristics, the article may be repeated. 
He was!! liar and!! deceiver. 
3. More than two adjectives modified with an article individually: 
The red and the white carnation which I bought last week are faded. (one red 
carnation and one white carnation) 
4. More than two adjectives modified as a unit with a conjoint article: 
The red and white carnation is faded. (one carnation with red and white colors) 
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vn Practice 
After the development of the rules for English article usage, the researcher constructed 
exercise problems to test the knowledge that Asian students have acquired from the rules. 
In Practice A, the students distinguish the use of the indefinite article by writing ~ or an in the 
blanks. In Practices B and C, the students identifY the indefinite or definite article by writing 
~ iID, or the in the blanks. In Practices D and E, the students choose the indefinite or definite 
article, or the omission of articles by writing ~, an, the, or Q in the blanks. The answers to 
the questions are provided at the end of this chapter. 
Practice A. Write ~ or an in the blank. 
1. chair 11. university 
2. orange 12. island 
3. box 13. uncle --
4. pen 14. -- year 
5. apple 15. unit --
6. girl 16. honest man 
7. shirt 17. one-eyed dog 
8. eraser 18. hour's walk --
9. lamp 19. SOS 
10. house 20. old man 
Practice B. Write~, an, or the in the blank. 
1. __ bird can fly. 
2. __ dog in __ yard barks too much. 
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sun rises in east. 
Katy wrote __ excellent poem. 
Susan was at loss. 
__ lark chirps in __ sky. 
Bill went home in __ hurry. 
earth revolves. 
ostrich is tallest bird. 
friend of mine is Irishman. 
cock crows in __ morning. 
Bob and Charlie are of __ age. 
book on shelf costs dollar. 
15. __ United States of America is __ large country. 
16. Please hand me __ dictionary. 
17. __ dog and __ cat are __ most popular pets. 
18. It took __ hour and __ half to read __ chapter. 
19. __ player in __ yellow sweater won __ trophy for __ most 
valuable player today. 
20. During our vacation in New York, we visited __ United Nations and __ 
Statue of Liberty, and ate at __ Italian restaurant. 
Practice C. Write alan or the in the blank. 
1. A. I like __ apple. 
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B. I do, too. 
2. A. Did you read __ newspaper? 
B. No, I did not. 
3. A. What kind of vehicles do you own? 
B. We own __ ivory car and __ blue truck. 
4. A. What time does __ concert start tonight? 
B. At seven. 
5. A. Could you get __ cup of coffee and __ piece of bread for me? 
B. Sure. 
6. A. What do you have in __ box? 
B. I have __ apron and __ sweater which I bought in London. 
7. A. How was __ play? 
B. __ cast performed well and the play had __ happy ending. 
8. A. I'll give you __ call after __ meeting. 
B. Fine. We'll have discussion then. 
9. A. May I ask you __ question? 
B. Sure. Is it related to __ subject which we studied today? 
10. A. Where is __ best place to find __ ice pick? 
B. 
11. I saw 
hardware store on 
red bird and 
comer should have it. 
blue bird in tree. 
perching on __ right and __ blue bird was on __ left. 
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red bird was 
12. My sister gave me __ pair of gloves and __ nice sweater. __ gloves 
were black and __ sweater had __ rose design. 
13. __ books on __ desk belong to __ student in my class. books 
explain about __ airplane. 
14. I bought __ picture frame. I will put __ picture of __ Alps in __ 
frame. 
15. It is __ eight-hour flight from Los Angeles to Tokyo crossing __ Pacific 
Ocean. __ time changes when we pass __ international date line. 
16. We went to __ movie. __ movie was about __ expedition in Africa 
by __ Frenchman and __ Englishman. 
17. __ circus came to __ town. __ animal trainer taught __ elephants 
to take __ bow by kneeling down. 
18. __ friend of mine is __ expert on trains. __ man can distinguish 
__ types of various trains of __ world. 
19. __ autobiography is written about and by __ author himself 
20. Birds of __ feather flock together. 
Practice D. Write alan, the, or Q in the blank. 
1. __ fruit is __ healthy food. 
2. __ banana provides __ potassium. 
3. __ bananas that grow in Taiwan have __ sweetest taste. 
4. __ water is __ necessity for __ survival. 
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5. __ water of __ mountain streams is refreshing. 
6. __ library is __ place where we gather __ information. 
7. I found __ information on __ American government in __ 
encyclopedia at home. 
8. Drinking __ milk helps __ bones grow strong. 
9. Finish __ milk in __ glass. 
10. __ snow covers __ summit of __ Mt. Everest, __ highest mountain 
in __ world, throughout __ year. 
11. y oulll have __ steak for __ supper. How would you like __ steak to 
be cooked? Would you like __ steak sauce with it? 
12. __ airplane carries __ passengers from __ country to __ country 
around world. 
13. __ doctor helps __ people maintain __ good health and enjoy __ 
life. 
14. __ children love __ pizza. Especially, they love __ pizza which has 
plenty of __ cheese. 
15. __ Italians are known for their love of __ opera and __ pasta. 
opera Madam Butterfly is __ tragic story about __ American naval officer, 
Pinkerton, and __ Japanese geisha, Cho-Cho San. 
16. Humans greatly rely on __ electricity. __ electricity generates __ 
energy for lighting and operating __ machinery. 
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17. __ electricity needed to operate __ television set is greater than that 
needed to operate __ small lamp. 
18. __ French love __ wine, which is made from __ grapes. 
19. __ Americans spend __ hours watching __ football on television. 
Some spend __ money for costly tickets to see __ game at __ 
stadium. 
20. __ diligence is __ mother of __ good luck. 
Practice E. Write ~ an the or Q in the blank. 
1. __ Egypt is __ Arab nation and located in __ Africa. __ ancient 
civilization began along __ NIle River. __ father of __ history, Herodotus, 
__ Greek, called __ Egypt " __ gift of __ Nile. II __ flow of __ 
Nile, from south to north, and __ strong wind direction, from north to south, 
enabled __ Egyptians to promote __ trade and __ good communication. 
__ civilization which originated in __ lower Egypt spread allover __ 
country, and established __ systematic organizations--political, academic, and 
technological. 
2. __ Olympic Torch, __ symbol of __ peace, is lit by __ solar energy 
at __ Temple of Hera in __ Olympia, __ Greece. __ five-ring Olympic 
emblem signifies __ unity of __ five major continents: __ Africa, __ 
America, __ Asia, __ Australia, and __ Europe. __ Olympiad, revived 
by __ Baron Pierre de Coubertin of __ France in 1889, is __ international 
festival, and is held __ every four years. 
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__ fundamental principle of __ Olympics is that __ people from all 
over __ world assemble at __ one place and promote __ friendship, __ 
good will, and __ harmony transcending __ race, __ nationality, and __ 
religion. During __ fifteen days of __ Games, not only all __ athletes will 
compete in __ games, making __ every possible effort to win, but also __ 
millions of __ people around __ world will achieve __ international unity. 
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The answers to the Questions. 
Practice A. Practice B. 
I. a I. A 
2. an 2. A, the 
3. a 3. a, an 
4. a 4. The, the 
5. an 5. an 
6. a 6. a 
7. a 7. A, the 
8. an 8. a 
9. a 9. The 
10. a 10. An, the 
II. a 11. A, an 
12. an 12. A, the 
13. an 13. an 
14. a 14. The, the, a 
15. a 15. The, a 
16. an 16. the 
17. a 17. A, a, the 
18. an 18. an, a, a 
19. an 19. The, a, the, the 
20. an 20. the, the, an 
Practice C. Practice D. 
I. an 1. 0,0 
2. the 2. A,O 
3. an,a 3. The, the 
4. the 4. 0, a, ° 
5. a, a 5. The, the 
6. the, an, the 6. A, the, ° 
7. the, The, a 7. the, the, the 
8. a, the, a 8. 0, the (0) 
9. a, the 9. the, the 
10. the, an, The, the 10. 0, the, 0, the, the, the 
11. a, a, the, The, the, the, the 11. a (0), 0, the, ° 
12. a, a, The, the, a 12. An, the (0), 0, 0, the 
13. The, the, a, The, an 13. A, the, 0, ° 
14. a, a, the, the 14. 0, 0, the (0), ° 
15. an, the, The, the 15. The, 0, 0, The, a, an,a 
16. a, The, an, a, an 16. 0, 0, ° (the), ° 
17. The, the, The, the, a 17. The, a, a 
18. A, an, The, the, the, the 18. The, 0, ° 
19. An, the 19. 0, 0, 0, 0, a, a 
20. a 20. 0, the, ° 
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Practice E Part 1. 
Q Egypt is an Arab nation and located in Q Africa. Q Ancient civilization began along 
the Nile River. The father of Q history, Herodotus, !! Greek, called Q Egypt "the gift of the 
Nile." The flow of the Nile, from south to north, and the strong wind direction, from north 
to south, enabled the Egyptians to promote Q trade and Q good communication. The 
civilization which originated in Q lower Egypt spread allover the country, and established Q 
systematic organizations--political, academic, and technological. 
Practice E Part 2. 
The Olympic Torch, the symbol ofQ peace, is lit by Q solar energy at the Temple of 
Hera in Q Olympia, Q Greece. The five-ring Olympic emblem signifies the (Q) unity of Q five 
major continents: Q Africa, Q America, Q Asia, Q Australia, and Q Europe. The Olympiad, 
revived by Q Baron Pierre de Coubertin of Q France in 1889, is an international festival, and 
is held Q every four years. 
The fundamental principle of the Olympics is that Q people from all over the world 
assemble at Q one place and promote Q friendship, Q good will, and Q harmony transcending 
Q race, Q nationality, and Q religion. During the fifteen days of the Games, not only all the 
athletes will compete in the games, making Q every possible effort to win, but also Q millions 
ofQ people around the world will achieve Q international unity. 
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VIII. Recommendations 
Generally, Asian students need to deepen their knowledge of English grammar and to 
increase their familiarity with American idioms and expressions. Reading well-written 
materials aloud helps Asian students become aware of English writing styles. Listening to 
correctly spoken language on television and radio enhances the Oriental students' grasp of the 
rhythms of the English language. Conversing with someone who provides remedial 
suggestions will also assist this group of students to become accustomed to the flow of the 
English language. All of these exercises help Asian students to develop competency in 
writing English. 
While investigating documents and articles, the researcher found theories and issues 
which clarifY the reasons why she had experienced difficulties in writing assignments during 
her enrollments at Florida Community College of Jacksonville and the University of North 
Florida. The theory that each culture has a distinct rhetoric, for instance, explains why the 
researcher's writing habits in Japanese interfered with her writing according to the standard 
English essay format. 
As an example, the researcher used to first plan her paper in Japanese and then translate 
it into English. As a result, her compositions sounded strange to American instructors. 
Comments such as "Awkward word choice" or "Odd expression" were common on the 
researcher's papers. This phenomenon is explained by another study which warns of the 
dangers of literal translation. 
Moreover, the absence of the article system in Japanese has greatly hindered the 
researcher's English performance. Therefore, the construction of the English article rules and 
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practice exercises has helped the researcher widen her knowledge on the subject, which had 
been incomplete before. These materials should also prove useful to all Asian students, who 
experience similar difficulties, in improving their use of the English article system. 
Thus, the observations by the two interviewees, Dr. Ellis and Dr. VanZandt, accurately 
illustrate the characteristics of the use of English by Oriental students. Although one study 
concludes that adult second language learners will never acquire native-like second language 
skills, this researcher would like to continue her efforts to improve her English. 
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